Toys That Build
a Balancing Act

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

Balance is key to reaching many of a child’s developmental
milestones. Raising their head, pulling up to a stand, taking
their first steps are all achieved when a baby finds and hones
their balance. It’s marvelous how our bodies take in a variety
of stimulus while making a multitude of minute adjustments,
all to achieve a physical equilibrium. As kids grow and
change, their bodies benefit from constant new challenges
that calibrate and improve their balancing abilities. The
following recommendations are ideal for encouraging and
building a child’s sense of balance as they grow.

by Gerry Paige Smith

Ice Cream
Balance Game

Teeter Popper
(Fat Brain)

Offering a versatile range of play
options, the Teeter Popper from Fat
Brain encourages all kinds of balancing
moves for the kid in control. Cupped in
the curve for seated maneuvers, young
athletes can wobble and spin their way
to better balance. Improved coordination follows when kids take a stand on
the edges, twisting and tilting the Teeter
Popper. Especially cool for kids who
love the satisfaction of popping bubble
wrap, the suction cups peppered around the bottom of this gadget
generate rapid-fire pops as they engage and disengage with a hard
floor. An irresistible sensory challenge for kids, the multiple moves
they create with the Teeter Popper are all part of building better
balance.

(Little Treasures)

A delicately perched desert stand
is ready to host the sweet challenge
of players vying to build the best
confection without knocking the whole
tray over. While it can be played solo
as a balance building challenge, this
game is most rewarding when multiple
dessert chefs take turns using tongs to
select and place the colorful cookies, cones and ice cream scoops
on the tower without disturbing other pieces. As players strive to
build a balanced diet of ice cream, the risk increases with each
play that the tasty tower will topple. Supporting the development of
steady hands and cool coordination, only the best balancing act will
finish dessert first.

Gonge River Stones

Kids Balance Cushion, Jr.

Leaping from stone to stone at
the creek’s edge is an outdoor rite of
passage for many youth. But when
the pebbled steps of the waterways
aren’t available, Gonge’s River Stones
replicate the experience in both indoor
and dry land settings. Placed in a path
of their own design this set of six steps
offer varying degrees of steepness and
difficulty for young adventurers making
their way from stone to stone. The sturdy rubber marked bases offer
stability as well as a measure of protection for floor surfaces. As children build their confidence and improve coordination, they can create
new balancing challenges as they reconfigure their high and dry paths
across imaginary rivers (or the lava floor).

Parents of kids with ‘the wiggles’ have welcomed the Kids Balance Cushion as a fun solution to help keep little ones centered. Directing
their energy into the multiple and minute body
adjustments needed to maintain their balance,
this cushion’s subtle design keeps kids using
their extra energy to stay centered. Maximizing
‘active sitting’ balance cushions have been a
positive tool to cultivate better posture and improve physical focus for more restless children.
The surface nubbins provide tactile stimulation
as well as gripping action to keep sitters centered. With a deceptively
simple structure the Gaiam balance cushion offers a complex set of
rewarding outcomes for kids as they channel their surplus energy into
staying seated.

(Gaiam)

(Gonge)

Gerry Paige Smith is a syndicated columnist recommending the best products for kids and their families. Discover more at www.PageBookMedia.com
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A Page in a Book
Help Wanted: Big Jobs for Little Kids
Once a child is old enough to help with small tasks, parents can often find
themselves with a surplus of assistance. When children are invited to participate
through helping, it creates a sense of value and responsibility. Sorting clothes,
mixing batter, carrying the mail, and other opportunities for kids to contribute can
be a vital part of supporting their positive self-image. This empowerment of the
child can also lead to young ones seeking innovative and bold ways to ‘help’.
The following titles explore the lighter side of youthful assistance and the humorous results of their enthusiastic help.

Sprout Helps Out

by Rosie Winstead (Penguin / Dial)
Even though Sprout is young, she’s still older and bigger than her baby sister, Bea. So
while her mom works from home, Sprout has big ideas about how she can help with the
baby. Citing all the ways that she takes care of herself, Sprout’s enthusiastic confidence
in her ability to help powers her grand plans for entertaining Bea. The actual chaos that
Sprout’s ‘help’ generates only makes her successful assistance more powerful. Pencil
and watercolors soften the edges of the mess, leaving the helpful spirit of Sprout to shine
in this sweet story of a girl who takes on responsibility with love and wonderful abandon.

Nanette’s Baguette

by Mo Willems (Disney / Hyperion)
Nothing delights young Nanette’s taste buds like a warm baguette. When her mother gives
her a coin to make her first solo trip to the bakery for a fresh loaf, Nanette is delighted
to help. Navigating a journey fraught with distractions (from Brett with his clarinet to Mr.
Barnett with his pet, Antoinette), Nanette and her coin reach the bakery. Once the baguette
is bought, the return home with the hot, crispy loaf is all that remains. But how long can a
tempting baguette last in the hands of a hungry Nanette? Celebrating a child’s first taste of
responsibility and the hazards that can come along with the task, this delightful romp will
whet every young readers appetite for opportunities to help.

Laundry Day

by Jessixa Bagley (Roaring Brook Press)
Tic and Tac are badger brothers who are bored beyond measure. As they loudly lament the
lack of something to do, their mother makes suggestions while she does the laundry. The
brothers discard all her ideas, until she offers something new that they’ve never done before;
hang up the wet laundry on her clothesline. Armed with instructions on how to handle wet
clothes and use clothespins to hang them, Tic and Tac make quick work of getting the laundry on the line. But their excess energy (and new-found talent) give them grander ideas for
helping that may put their mother’s patience on the line. Saluting the enthusiasm that comes
with teaching kids new skills, this charming picture book tips its hat to the rewards of chores.
Find more reading recommendations at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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